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• Visual Memory - the player travels in a maze full of doors, platforms and obstacles. There are numerous paths and the paths tend to change as the maze is played. There is no logic behind the maze, yet the player can build up some sort of map of the whole maze by testing each path and matching their pictures of the maze. This feature is
toggled on or off during game play. • Visual Memory (off) - the player can see the maze but not where it is on the screen. • Controls - Use the left, right, up, down keys to move. • Game- play ends when the player enters the maze. • Exit system - the maze often has exits, but these are not always in the same place or number as there can be as
many as 30+ exits. • There is no way to return to a path previously taken by exiting on the previous path. • Difficulty - as you enter each maze, there are fewer exits, and the maze has more obstructions and trickery. • The timer runs out before the maze is over, so it's possible to play an unlimited number of times. • Arrows can be used to
highlight sections of the maze. • After a maze is completed, the player is rewarded with the ability to see a complete picture of the maze. • The player can hold different pictures of the maze at once. • The player can choose to play against the computer or a human. • The player can choose to play as either A. Van Cleave or B. Van Cleave. • A.
Van Cleave = A single maze. • B. Van Cleave = A mix of two, three, four, five or six mazes. • The computer difficulty is based on the average of all the mazes played. • The difficulty selection is off by default, but can be changed using the 'edit' menu. • There are 20 mazes on the computer difficulty - each can be defined as easy, medium or hard.
• The player can use their mouse to highlight a section. • There is a horizontal scroll bar to increase the canvas if necessary. • The canvas is 1024x768. • The canvas is a ratio of 1:1. • There are more than 8 obstacles in the game, and they can appear on walls, platforms and doors. • All walls and doors are colorable, and the player can turn the
background to a

Features Key:
The game uses "kaleidoscope-based fractals" to generate the labyrinth to navigate. You have to wonder where you will lead the beast.
Each cell of the maze is unique based on the position of the maze, so you need to be clever to plan your path. To add challenge you have to resist the temptation to wait for the boss.
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================================= The gameplay is a combination of visual memory and logic. You navigate the maze by following a line between walls (see step 1). This line is invisible and you never see it. Here are some visual cues that you follow to navigate the maze: - The line that you follow will be colored white if it leads
to an open area (as the game progresses you will be able to select new colors for this line), yellow for walls, and red for closed areas. - You follow the line, and you don't go against it (as much as you can). - When you follow the line you "jump" a section of it (this means that you move the line by one block, and in this way you are able to navigate
the maze). - When you jump a line you only need to press the spacebar key to jump (to "fall" is not needed). - When you go against the line, you see it changing its color to yellow. - To read where you are and where you have been, you need to press the memory button (double-clicking with the mouse on the maze part that has been passed is also
possible). - Pressing the escape key sends you back to the start. The game has two modes of gameplay: - The visual mode is a no-memory mode. You follow the line, you jump sections, you go against the line by mistake, you go against the line you are jumping, and you read where you are and where you have been. It is a pure visual mode, but if
you wish you can press the "memory" key and the game will show you what it thinks you have seen in the maze. - The logic mode is a no-memory mode as well. In this mode you navigate the maze following the line, jumping sections when you need to, and following the line you jump to read where you are and where you have been. This mode is
a pure logic mode, and it is what the game is all about. You can switch between the two modes, in practice you will mostly play the game in the visual mode. When you are playing the game for the first time, you can choose the visual mode by pressing "visual mode" in the main menu. But in practice you will mostly play the game in the logic
mode. As you play, the game will adapt to your preferences. By pressing "memory mode" you will d41b202975
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The game is an endless set of mazes.Game can be played in 2 or 3 different modes:Memory mode - the labyrinth is visible and you have to walk all the paths to complete the maze.Logic mode - the maze is not visible, but you have to remember the path and complete the maze. Game "vision\memory\maze-main" - This game is the main game and
the successor of "vision\memory\maze". The game is an endless set of mazes that increase in size as you progress through them.The game has 3 difficulties:Easy - the labyrinth is always visible and you can easily go through it.Medium - the labyrinth is not visible and you highlight the passed sections.Hard - like in Medium difficulty, you don't see
the labyrinth and highlight the passed sections, but their number is limited and over time you start to forget the path you have traveled. Game "vision\memory\maze-longer" - This is the longer version of "vision\memory\maze-main". The game is an endless set of mazes that increase in size as you progress through them.The game has 3
difficulties:Easy - the labyrinth is always visible and you can easily go through it.Medium - the labyrinth is not visible and you highlight the passed sections.Hard - like in Medium difficulty, you don't see the labyrinth and highlight the passed sections, but their number is limited and over time you start to forget the path you have traveled. Game
"vision\memory\maze-longer-main" - This is the main game of "vision\memory\maze-longer". The game is an endless set of mazes that increase in size as you progress through them.The game has 3 difficulties:Easy - the labyrinth is always visible and you can easily go through it.Medium - the labyrinth is not visible and you highlight the passed
sections.Hard - like in Medium difficulty, you don't see the labyrinth and highlight the passed sections, but their number is limited and over time you start to forget the path you have traveled. Game "vision\memory\maze-2k" - This game is a remake of "vision\memory\maze" game. Difficulty:Normal. The labyrinth is visible and you have to walk all
the paths to complete the maze.The game has 3 difficulties:Easy - the labyrinth is always visible and you can easily go through it.Medium - the
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Each modern day platform out there is easy to get up and running. Installing Dwarf Fortress on an old laptop was actually easier than this, and I didn't actually even have to modify the data files in order to install myself. Each
game installed only requires about 1GB of space, so the size of your hard drive probably won't be a problem.
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